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Your ideal business partner

• An international agency with a focus on Asia

• A business model that combines consulting and 
communications

• Senior-level capital markets knowledge that drives 
communications strategies

• Unique offerings that integrate governance and 
investor relations services

• Strong network of international, local and online 
media

• A communications partner of Taiwan companies 
and exchanges since 2005 Photo by Matteo Vistocco



Ron Gould

Our leadership

• Current Chairman of BlackRock 
UK Smaller Companies Trust 

• A former board member of JP 
Morgan Asia Investment Trust 

• Advisor of governments, asset 
management companies and 
listed companies on strategies,  
regulations and governance



Part 1: Navigating ESG trends 
& investor engagement



Post-pandemic, society demands 
companies do more than just make 
money. What’s your view on this? 



Was Milton Friedman wrong? 

• There is a growing public consensus that 
the old Friedman Model should be 
abandoned in favour of a broader based 
set of responsibilities   

• A Stakeholder model in which companies 
recognize a wider range of social 
obligations

• Companies need to pursue more than just 
profit.  They must benefit other 
stakeholders or risk mandated restrictions

•

Source: Andrew Ross Sorkin, The New York Times, 13 September 2020



Is ESG changing from a niche to 
mainstream? 



BLACKROCK CHAIRMAN LARRY FINK’S 2020 LETTER TO CEOS

“A fundamental reshaping of finance. There 
will be a significant reallocation of capital.”

Key points: 

• By the end of 2020, all active portfolios and advisory strategies will be fully 
ESG integrated

• BlackRock will introduce funds that do not include fossil-fuel-related stocks 
and vote against management teams its research suggests are not making real 
progress toward sustainability

•



Global sustainable investing assets 

• Europe and the US are the biggest players in sustainable investing

• Japan’s proportion of sustainable assets increased by over 200-fold

• 2020 estimates of ESG driven portfolio assets are over $40.5 trillion and 
growing fast•

Source:   Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, Mar 2019, Visual capitalist, February 4, 2020, Pensions & Investments July 2, 2020, by Sophie Baker



Should companies do the 
minimum or more on ESG? 



Is adapting ESG necessary for 
survival? 



Consumption anchored on ethics 

• Based on a study by Mckinsey & Co, 80% of Generation Z interviewed refused to buy 
goods from companies involved in scandals.

• According to Ergonomics, a majority of young people are willing to pay up to 17.5% 
more for ethically made goods

•

Source: Ergonomics Vol 60, 2017, S M Dixon, AC Nordvall, W Kurkie & W P Neumann Tracy Francis and Fernanda Hoefei,  Mckinsey & Company 



Pandemic, outperformance, regulations accelerate ESG investing 

Source: NAIC

Source: S&P Global

Source: CNBC



Some companies want to push back on 
ESG disclosure. What’s your view on 
this? 



How are institutional investors 
implementing ESG strategies? 



Sustainable Investment defined 

• Exclusions remain the most popular sustainable investment policy, followed by ESG 
integration

Source:   2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review 



Exclusion policy of selected asset owners 

Source:   Demystifying negative screens, Schroders, December 2017



What’s the ESG investment 
landscape in Asia? 



ESG investing in Asia

• AUM of APAC-based ESG funds was over US$60B (UNPRI, Jun 2020)

• As of March 2020, the AUM for ESG ETFs has also grown rapidly to over US$7B

• Major Asian government asset owners switch to ESG, e.g. Japan’s US$1.4T national 
pension fund committed to ESG investing over 5 years ago

• Hong Kong’s HKMA (2019), Malaysia’s Employee Provident Funds (2019) and 
Thailand GPF (2018) have all committed to ESG investment policies and led to 
growth in the APAC ESG market

• ESG funds objectives include strong returns, fiduciary responsibility and social 
good, which are no longer seen as conflicting 



How should companies respond to 
ESG? 



How should companies respond to THE ESG PHENOMENON? 

There is no one solution but here are a few takeaways:

• Adopt a long-term approach to achieving sustainable returns. Socially responsible actions by 
managements are being rewarded by the market with higher valuations

• Understand how your company’s business model will be viewed in the context of ESG and how it 
could be improved

• Engage with your investors and other stakeholders not only about returns, but also your corporate 
values 

• Be open and consistent about what you say and what you do – “walk the talk”

• Communicate, listen, evaluate and adjust as appropriate

• Seize ESG as an opportunity to increase shareholder value
•



Are there any low hanging fruit 
when it comes to ESG? 



Investor engagement

• Companies have an opportunity to capture shareholder commitment through 
engagement strategies  

• In Asia, most engagements should focus on governance issues, followed by 
environment and social issues.  

• Good governance is a low hanging fruit in ESG 

• E.g. How can a founder or a family shareholder exercise control, and yet still leave its 
outside shareholders comfortable and happy?  

• Embracing good principles of corporate governance helps you achieve that 

• As a result, you will have a more enthusiastic group of investors as your shareholders



What is your outlook on ESG investing 
in 2021? 



Part 2: Key elements of 
successful IR programs



How to deal with growing information need? 

Can I get a work life balance?

Photo by Luis Villasmil
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Example: Stakeholder mapping 
High Interest

High Power

Low Interest

Low Power
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Matrix

Mendelow, 1991



Key elements of successful IR programs

• Stakeholder mapping  

• Shareholder Identification, engagement & outreach

• Independent institutional investor perceptions study 

• Results announcement activities, such as conference calls and meetings 

• Investor relations literature & strategic messaging e.g. English ppt, annual report, 
ESG report and website  

• News monitoring



IR - an important part of 
governance



Common goals between IR and CG 

• IR is an activity that improves the conduct of corporate management 

• By reporting on a company’s business activities to its shareholders, IR facilitates 
shareholders’ evaluation of the company’s prospect

• Corporate governance aims to ensure the company is “well managed” and is a 
“good enterprise” 

• Corporate governance has the same fundamental aim as IR 



IR is an enabler of CG

• The rise of shareholder activism means more creative tactics are being employed to 
force corporate change.  

• E.g media pressure, litigation threats, short-selling reports

• If more resources are not committed to IR, the downside risk is very high.

• Therefore it is essential to commit resources to investor relations so that it can fulfil 
its functions



Thank You 
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Managing Director 
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